
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 91.

The Mystery Of His Plan!

The first thought we would share is that what we may sometimes think is way out today, be very careful
in forming a hard & fast opinion against it, for it could be that it will be a well known truth of tomorrow.
If we stop & think on this, this has in many earlier times been the exact the situation.  I challenge any of
us to  show me one prophet,  Old or New-testament,  one truth that  God was bringing forth that  was
popular at the start, the same goes for any prophet, or today  third day adherer.  In saying this & we are
not referring to ourself personally but at least several others who are sharing with us today.  And to this I
shout a loud Hallelujah.  Quite often when a man of God with a message that is not the norm appears
they are looked upon in the manner of a  square peg in a round hole, for to many in their  way of
thinking, they just do not fit.  But the wonderful flip side to this is that those who are opposing truth are
many times just the ones who God selects ie. – Saul of Tarsus the murderer of believers becomes Paul
the apostle - & once again I shout a wonderful loud Glory to a Just & forgiving Father who is not placing
one ounce of guilt but free righteousness, yes even His very OWN RIGHTEOUSNESS upon every one
of His creation called man, who eventually has in His plan that they shall ALL eventually experience the
true knowledge of the full ''secret place of the Most High''.

     Many today cannot help but concentrate on the negative things which are happening in the world of
the present & they do not have any real answer to the problem & so with their head held low they shake
their head & sadly go along with the crowd; But contrariwise many know the truth & that is ''He who
dwells in the secret place of the Most High Shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty. Psa 91:1.
NKJV.  

The Mystery That Concerns A Woman And A Man, 
Both Physical And Spiritual!

We must first of all realise that the natural & spiritual woman is entirely different from all other earthly
animal beings that God created, in that all the rest were made both directly male & female, not so with the
woman, she was taken out from the man.  When we are told that she was taken from one of Adam's ribs
if we closely research & dissect this, this is what we have found over time lying below the surface.
     
     ''And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his ribs,
and closed up the flesh instead thereof;  And the RIB, which the LORD God had taken from man, made
he a woman, and brought her unto the man.''  Gen 2:21-22. KJV.  This word rib in the 22nd verse is from
the word tsela as in the following.  
 
      H6763 tsêla‛  tsal‛ah  tsay-law', tsal-aw' chamber = cavity.  From H6760; a rib (as curved), literally
(of the body) or figuratively (of a door, that is, leaf); hence a side, literally (of a person) or figuratively
(of an object or the sky, that is, quarter); architecturally a timber (especially floor or ceiling) or plank
(single  or  collectively,  that  is,  a  flooring):  -  beem,  board,  chamber,  corner,  leaf,  plank,  rib,  side
(chamber).  This word chamber is actually a key to what is being shown to us & is most important. 

     We are now presenting something for your perusal which is quite different from the accepted norm on
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this particular subject & it is within your liberty to accept it or reject it.  Over many years we have looked
at this subject very closely, having both read articles & conversed with those that would have informative
knowledge on the subject.  This has to do very importantly on the subject of the woman both coming out
of & returning back into the man.  In keeping blindly to the accepted understanding of any particular
subject we can quite easily miss what is hidden & step right over the top of before 'hidden wonderful
enlightenment'.   We read as follows.
      ''So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; male and female He
created them.'' Gen 1:27. NKJV.  In looking at this verse we realise that the man & woman were both in
one joint body & were both male & female & not yet separated.  Also it is most informative that in Gen
2:7 after man was formed from the dust & ''became a living soul'' they were still not separated verse 21.
     In considering the word chamber we find in Collins Dictionary, it is designated as a room, a cavity, a
compartment, a most similar rendering on the word cavity is found in the Oxford Dictionary.  When the
woman was separated from the man we find that from out of the man - his cavity - He God performed an
operation which actually separated the woman.  Part of what we are seeing is that in the rib or chamber
of Adam is actually part of his male compartment!  Where is this male compartment?  
     First we need to consider that if we were to attend the actual showroom in a university of anatomy of
where the male & female bodies are displayed they are displayed in explicit complete detail, that is every
part of both the male & female form nothing lacking & nothing crude is thought of it as it is part of the
science of anatomy.  Now to go a step further let us imagine if suddenly the original Adam as depicted in
Gen 2:7 suddenly appeared before us as a naked 'male & female in one body being' what would we see?
We would see a being who had both male & female sexual organs in one body.  
     
     ''And Jehovah God caused a deep sleep to fall on Adam, and he slept. And He took one of his ribs,  -
cavity, chamber - and closed up the flesh underneath.  And Jehovah God made the rib - cavity-chamber
- (which He had taken from the man) into a woman. And He brought her to the man.''  Gen 2:21-22.
MKJV.  I would add that I can find nowhere until Christ fulfilled the statement ''it is finished'' that Adam
ever completely awoke from out of that sleep & this is why it is still known today as today the Adamic
dream! 
     Unfortunately in some cases it is not easy to be honest without seeming to be crude & if we are not too
prudish but are really interested in knowing truth; In every man there happens to be a small scar or seam
between the front of his anus & the rear of his testicles & so from where this scar is this is actually the
chamber where the female part  originated.   If  you doubt  this  I  challenge the wife of any husband
reading this  to  question  him if  this  is  so,  & if  he  is  not  yet  aware  of  this  he  will  find  upon close
examination that what we are declaring is absolutely true as it is the case with every man.  Furthermore if
you care as I have to make inquiries, you will find that when any male child is is first born it looks as if
the wound in the above mentioned region is brand new.  This all has to do as a reminder of The Mystery
Of His Plan of the operation of God Himself when the woman was first separated;Then in time returning
both  allegorically &  spiritually to  her  rightful  place  of  being  in  perfect  ONENESS  WITH  HER
COUNTERPART.  This is when the two thirds, designating the outer court & holy place are swallowed
up or amalgamated by the one third.  For a review I would advise a re-read of Part 83. The Third Part!
We are quite aware that in sharing this we would not fit in well with Dale Carnegie's ''How to win
friends & influence people''.  It is not that I do not care about others but we must share as the Spirit
directs.  Incidentally we are not claiming that this is new & that others have not seen or written regarding
on the above for as we well know, ''there is nothing new under the sun''.
     
   Interestingly  concerning  other  evidences that  have  been  left  us  we  refer  also  to  the reminder
concerning the rainbow in the sky that God would never again flood the earth. Gen 9:13-16.  

     Some may be a little disturbed at the candidness of what we are here declaring but it is really no worse
that when Paul used the word bastards or illegitimates which was simply to bring home a strong point.
Heb 12:28.
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     We must realise that the one third will eventually swallow up the two thirds, no matter how kind we
would like to be.

God Never Ever Created  A Separate Woman, As Such!

In this article we are endeavouring to amalgamate & show the connection of the the woman being taken
out from the man & back into Him with the Two Thirds being swallowed up by the One Third.  All of
these analogies if they are of the Spirit must be enhanced by each other.   Paul the apostle spoke of it &
even in this day & age a lot of what he taught is still misunderstood & does not go down well, for without
the understanding of what we are being shown in this latter day Most Holy Place experience, without the
knowledge of realising that the woman is going back or returning to her full original status as the full,
the one completed man many are at a loss to explain; ''This mystery of His plan''  which is that ''God
created him both male and female''  & that they will  return to their original status.  We speak concerning
the end result Gen 1:27b. THEY WERE ONE IN ONE COMPLETE BODY & in the final result we will
all finish as 'one completed body'. I realise that this subject is different & it would be easy for some to
take certain aspects the wrong way.  Hear the quote from the pen of George Hawtin on reaching forward,
leaving the old & going on unto perfection.
     ''Forgetting the things which are behind and reaching forth unto the things that are before, I press
toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.''  Paul also tells us ''Leaving
the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on to perfection.'' Heb. 6:1.KJV. This last encouragement
plainly  shows  that  constant  adherence  to  elementary  doctrines is  as  great  a  hindrance  to  spiritual
progress as anything could ever be''.
     
     I personally believe that right now is the time to leave the shadowing things that are the imperfect
things of the dispensation of grace & begin to lay hold of the deeper more permanent things of the
fullness of our inheritance that God would have us to experience.  The glorious man-child is born out of
the woman - in much travail – & yet her end result is to go back into & be completely at one with the
man as they were in Gen 1:27 both male & female, for the original is really an analogy for what is to be
fully completed & is yet before us.  We are referring to the ''Mystery of His Plan''.
     As an example please notice that in Rev12:9 that the great dragon the devil & satan which deceives
the whole world was  cast out along with his  followers in other  words the absolute  truth of what  is
contained here will be fully perceived by those who are His elect!
     ''So the great dragon was cast out, that serpent of old, called the Devil and Satan, who deceives the
whole world; he was cast to the earth, and his angels - followers - were cast out with him.''  Rev 12:9.
NKJV.  The casting out would also carry with it the uncovering of the error that has been contained in the
to date perception of most, which is a  deception of  traditional understanding of this particular above
verse.

A Deception!
 
If this dragon has deceived the WHOLE WORLD let us consider who this would include, could we dare to
consider that the  deceptive religiosity is even still in some of those who are professing son-ship?  A
strong thought!  Please remember that in man's soul there is not only much power but also the capacity
for much deception.  The deceiving mixture of soul & flesh mixed with tradition without heeding the
spirit of God leaves us wide open for deception.  Hear what one has written.  
     ''Now all created things have colours, tones and forms of their own; but certain tones, though good
and pure themselves, when mixed, produce in-harmonies, discordant tones.  And certain things, though
good  and  pure,  when  mixed  produce  discordant  things,  that  men  call  evil  things.   So  evil  is  the
inharmonious blending of  the colours, tones, or forms of good.  Now, man is not all-wise, and yet has
will his own.  He has the power, and he uses it , to mix God's good things in a multitude of ways, and
every day he makes discordant sounds, and evil things.  And every tone and form,  be it good, or ill,
becomes a living thing, a demon, sprite, or spirit of a good or vicious kind.  Man makes his devil thus;
and then becomes afraid of him and flees; his devil is emboldened, follows him away and casts him into
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torturing fires.  The devil and the burning fires are both the works of man, and none can put the fires
out and dissipate the evil one, but the man who made them both''.   
     This of course is still the case & is rampant in the minds & hearts of many even today but thank God
for our Fathers enlightenment that He is uncovering to His  election.  They are also sharing this with
those who are for ''lack of knowledge are destroyed'' for the moment, to the knowing of the truth that
Christ has redeemed & set every man FREE.

    
 ''Truth is the offspring of silence & unbroken meditation''.  Sir Isaac Newton. 

     The apostle Paul along with other other early writers have left us with enough information that we may
not be fearful of going overboard, this I certainly do not intend to do, but with all things that the early
writers  touched on we will  find  many times  some unknown truths  hidden amongst  what  has  been
thought of by some at times to be spiritual rubble.
     

Coming Out Of The Man And Returning
 Back Into Where She Belongs! 

To be perfectly honest if we were to see the end result, in the mind of God there is really not one body of
the woman & another of the man for when man & women are united in a natural marriage the man
becomes the head of the woman, & the woman becomes the body of the man.  So it is also with Christ &
the church.  We have written before that the  one third the sons, the  man-child, swallows up the two
thirds which incorporates the woman which consists of outer court & holy place adherents.  Spiritually
the end result when it is all complete is that there will be only one as in the beginning both the male &
female were ONE.  They are both male & female in ONE body which is also an  allegory for the end
result that our Father has intended a reverse procedure that man will once again be both male & female;
Yes Christ will once again be in His whole perfect state of being both male & female IN ONE BODY.
We are speaking here of the hidden mystery of the church.  Can we not give our great originator-
saviour, lower-er & restorer our love & deserved praise!  OH WHAT A MATCHLESS PLAN!

     We have in the past shared the fact that God who is both  Male & Female made man in His Own
Image & likeness.  We iterate we can search the Bible from cover to cover & we will never find that like
all other beings that the original female was ever a separate entity in her own right.
     
     There is neither male nor female in Christ Jesus & in principle which is the eternal mind of God the
woman has already returned back into the man as,  ''He knows the end from - or before - the beginning''

There Is Only One Power!

All that would oppose this understanding that there is 'only one power' is listening to serpent or snake
which represents, or may we say is an analogy for the carnal or natural mind.

     ''And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and
that the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat; and she gave
also unto her husband with her, and he did eat.''  Gen 3:6. ASV.   I personally see in this very verse one
of the most beautiful & greatest revelations ever!  We have shared this sometime ago but I feel it bears
repeating.
    ''And when the woman saw that  the tree was good (suitable,  pleasant)  for food and that  it  was
delightful to look at, and a tree to be desired in order to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate; and
she gave some also to her husband, and he ate.''  Gen 3:6. Amplified.  Actually the Christ Adam ate &
wonderfully allowed Himself to be  lowered into all men that were to follow allowing Himself to go
through every turmoil & experience of every man & still be there to be accessed by any of His creation
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namely man until they came to the place that they desired to reach inward to the Christ of their only
true identity.  He has not left one stone that has not been unturned for our sake! 

''HOW GREAT IS THE SUM OF THEM.'' 
                                           Psa. 139:17.

KNOW THYSELF, O MAN!

Do you discern, O Man, why I care so much for thee?
Or do you understand for what purpose you were made?
Or that I, even I, brought you forth from My own seed?

Before ever the foundations of the earth were laid?

Your substance was not hid when you were made in secret,
Curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth;

Mine eyes did see your members being yet imperfect,
And in My book were written before I gave you birth.

Before the mountains settled, or the rivers ran,
Or before the mighty sea divided from the land,

And beat its roaring billows upon the shifting sand,
When as yet there were no depths, I brought you forth, O Man!

Where were you when the earth was laid by my appointment,
When the Morning Stars chorused in Glorious Refrain?
When to the Sons of God there was no disappointment,
And before ALL fell under the thrall of sin's domain?

Were you not with ME then, being daily my delight,
Exulting in my glory, rejoicing in My truth;

Fulfilling MY desire, reflecting all MY Light,
Living in My presence, A fountain of ageless youth?

Did I not send you down from the womb of the Morning,
Down into this world fallen in sin and vanity?

Partaking thus of Flesh and blood until the Dawning?
Of Man's deliverance and ascension into ME!

Why are you cast down, O Man, and why do you despair?
Can you not understand my own purposes for thee?

Even though passing through this route, you are my treasure rare!
Your face etched on my hand is MY LIKENESS THAT I SEE!!

 From a poem written by Dora Van Assen. 3/3/1962.

Self Preservation Or Living In A High Place!
     
It needs to be considered when does the drinking of new wine ever cease for those of us who have been
in & are coming out of the  old wine of imperfect religiosity?  Another question we need to earnestly
ponder is; Do I really I really know it all, have I really reached the stage that I no longer need change in
my thinking & experience?  I am for the sake of stressing the point reiterating the below quote from
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George Hawtin.
     ''Forgetting the things which are behind and reaching forth unto the things that are before, I press
toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.''  Paul also tells us ''Leaving the
principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on to perfection.''  Heb. 6:1.  This last encouragement plainly
shows that constant adherence to elementary doctrines is as great a hindrance to spiritual progress as
anything could ever be''. 
    Another thing of interest which we feel would bear mentioning at this time is that in Gen3:5b, nearly
all versions would translate this verse as saying ''knowing good and evil''  & not as some would think,
'knowing the difference between good & evil'.  In my collection of 32 on line translations I could find
only two which actually word it as  knowing the difference between good & evil! 

Graduating Through The Refining And Then 
Ministering In Both Realms Simultaneously!

As we have mentioned previously those that fully attain to the experience of Rev 12:5, are those that are
caught up to the throne that is both within themselves & in actuality makes them accessible not only to
this earthly realm & also the realm of the unseen where those who have moved on from this earthly body
exist.  As the Christ ''who we know no more after the flesh'' is at the moment as Spirit in all realms so
shall He bring His  OWN BODY to a much higher place than many of us would ever thought possible.
Some would describe it the realm of the soul, which cannot be described in a few words & which I myself
would in no way attempt.  Now as those of us that attain to this Rev 12:5 status will then have the task of
not only ministering to those who are in this present realm but know this you will be ministering to those
who have moved on, & this wonderfully includes our loved ones who are yet ignorant of or are on the
point of realisation of what God is performing with His people.  How gloriously wonderful when we
consider that we will have contact once again with our departed children, parents & close relatives &
friends & have the privilege of ministering to them, also not forgetting that every man is our brother &
know this, that this will all be fulfilled as the Spirit would lead.   A point to consider is that God delights
to  use His children,  His Son's to perform His many tasks.  For we are  Himself  as we are  His true
identity His body; Yes we are the true extension His of His very own Spirit, even HIS DELIGHT.
     
     ''Surely you shall call a nation you do not know, And nations who do not know you shall run to you,
Because of the LORD your God, And the Holy One of Israel; For He has glorified you."  Isa 55:5. NKJV.
    
     The half has never yet been told as to what our future in God is to yet entail, we must realise always
that there will be different allotments of ministry given to those to who the Spirit would!  We also need to
realise it will be far from the time in Gods economy that some would yet be eligible even though the full
debt has been atoned for  every man it will take the dealings of the Spirit for maybe aeons for this to
come to pass as the below would indicate.  Incidentally this is not to be interpreted in a first or second or
outer court understanding.  
    ''Behold, I am coming soon, and I shall bring My wages and rewards with Me, to repay and render to
each one just what his own actions and his own work merit.  I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and
the Last (the Before all and the End of all).  Blessed (happy and to be envied)  are those who cleanse
their garments, that they may have the authority and right to [approach] the tree of life and to enter
through the gates into the city. [But] without are the dogs and those who practice sorceries (magic arts)
and impurity [the lewd, adulterers] and the murderers and idolaters and everyone who loves and deals
in  falsehood (untruth, error, deception, cheating).  I, Jesus, have sent  My messenger (angel) to you to
witness and to give you assurance of these things for the churches (assemblies). I am the Root (the
Source) and the Offspring of David, the radiant and brilliant Morning Star.'' - or Lucifer -' Rev 22:12-
16. Amplified.

    '' I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End.  "Great blessings
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belong to those who have washed their robes. They will have the right to eat the food from the tree of
life. They can go through the gates into the city.  Outside the city are all those who live like dogs--those
who do evil magic, those who sin sexually, those who murder, those who worship idols, and those who
love to lie and pretend to be good.  "I, Jesus, have sent my angel to tell you these things for the churches.
I am the descendant from the family of David. I am the bright morning star." - or Lucifer being Christ
-Rev 22:1316. ERV.  In contemplating the above consequences above let us now consider the full picture
of what is depicted in the below  quite old inspired hymn which shows us the  full heart of a caring
creator. 

1                                                                                2
There were ninety and nine that safely lay

In the shelter of the fold.
But one was out on the hills away,

Far off from the gates of gold.
Away on the mountains wild and bare.
Away from the tender Shepherd’s care.
Away from the tender Shepherd’s care.

''Lord, Thou hast here Thy ninety and nine;
Are they not enough for Thee?”

But the Shepherd made answer: ''This of Mine
Has wandered away from Me;

And although the road be rough and steep,
I go to the desert to find My sheep,
I go to the desert to find My sheep.''

3
But none of the ransomed ever knew 
How deep were the waters crossed; 

Nor how dark was the night the Lord passed through
 Ere He found His sheep that was lost 

Out in the desert He heard its cry,
Sick and helpless and ready to die;
Sick and helpless and ready to die.

4
''Lord, whence are those blood drops all the way

That mark out the mountain’s track?''
''They were shed for one who had gone astray

Ere the Shepherd could bring him back.''
''Lord, whence are Thy hands so rent and torn?''

''They are pierced tonight by many a thorn;
They are pierced tonight by many a thorn.

5
And all through the mountains, thunder riven

And up from the rocky steep,
There arose a glad cry to the gate of Heaven,

''Rejoice! I have found My sheep!''
And the angels echoed around the throne,

''Rejoice, for the Lord brings back His own!
Rejoice, for the Lord brings back His own!''

                                                                                     Written by Elizabeth C. Clephane. 1865.

When Does This Begin To Be Realised!
     
''And He said to them, Go and tell that fox - Herod - [sly and crafty, skulking and cowardly], Behold, I
drive out demons and perform healings today and tomorrow, and on the THIRD day I finish (complete)
My course.'' Luke 13:32.  Amp.    On the third day I complete my course.

 ''And He said to them, "Go, tell that fox,  - Herod - 'Behold, I cast out demons and perform cures
today and tomorrow, and the THIRD day I shall be perfected.''  Luke 13:32.  MKJV.   On the third day
I shall be perfected.  The perfection of Himself is actually the perfection of ourselves in that the only
way He will be  revealed to man is by man - or by the Spirit in us -   & that is non-other than the
Christ of ourselves.  The perfection is in our identity & is our possession without end.  
     ''For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory
which  shall  be  revealed  IN US, For  the  earnest  expectation  of  the creation  eagerly  waits  for  the
revealing of the sons of God.''  Rom 8:18-19.  NKJV. 
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    ''[But what of that?] For I consider that the sufferings of this present time (this present life) are not
worth  being compared with the glory that is about to be revealed to us and IN US and for us  and
conferred on us!  For [even the whole] creation (all nature) waits expectantly and longs earnestly for
God's sons to be made known [waits for the revealing, the disclosing of their son-ship].''  Rom 8:18-19.
Amplified.

     ''Pass through the camp and command the people, Prepare your provisions, for within three days you
shall pass over this Jordan to go in to take possession of the land which the Lord your God is giving you
to possess.''  Josh 1:11.  Amp.  
     When does this manifestation begin to be realised?   Within three days which I personally believe has
to do with the words of Peter ''A day with the Lord is as a thousand years, & a thousand years is as one
day.''  As Jonah was three days & three nights in the whales belly can also be applied here!
     
     Some may see these verses a little differently, be that as it may, but in my humble understanding we
feel obliged to declare it exactly as is, as we are in taking it to a higher Most Holy Place futuristic level
as we believe it is intended for us today & for the future even in this next verse! 
     
     ''And saviours shall come up on MOUNT ZION to judge the mount of Esau; and the kingdom shall be
Jehovah's.''  Obad 1:21. ASV.  In the light of what we have shared where would a  'most high' Mount
Zion be situated?  More than possibly when the man-child takes its place in ministering in ''Both Realms
Simultaneously''. 
    
     ''And saviours shall come up in MOUNT ZION, to judge mount Esau. And the kingdom shall become
Yahweh's." Obad 1:21.  Concordant Literal.  Keep in mind that Mount Esau represents the judging of the
flesh,  of  those  who  cannot  as  yet go  any  further  in  God  &  must  wait  until  they  are ready for
advancement.  
      Mt Zion depicted the highest realm possible in the time of David & was a type of that which was to
come, but NOW in my honest appraising we are almost there & are seeing this verse in the Third Realm
futuristic setting which is actually almost upon us.  We are almost at the time of the the ''THIRD day I
shall be perfected.'' or ''on the THIRD day I finish (complete) My course''.

Saviours Shall Arise!
    
''I even I am the Lord and beside Me there is no Savior''.  Isa 43:11. In this verse is hidden a most
glorious thrilling understanding in that when we realise that as Saviours we take on the identity of the
true identity of the one Saviour.  God is ONE ''Hear O Israel the Lord our God is ONE LORD''.  So
these Saviours are really in a sense the one Saviour in His ONE body being ourselves or the corporate
Christ of HIMSELF!

Oh The Mystery Of His Plan!

Ralph Knowles, May 2016.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of God & His blessings.  To those who are open hearted &
are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place in God to be realised within.  This is
something that is never ending.    
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